E-Verify and the Government Shutdown
During the federal government shutdown, E-Verify will not be available. New employees are still required to complete Form I-9 Section 1 on or before the first day of work for pay and we are still required to complete Form I-9 Section 2 within three business days of the first work day.

Employees will continue to be able to access I-9 Management to complete Section 1 of their I-9's and we will continue business as usual with the entry of Section 2 document information. The E-Verify process will be suspended until the Department of Homeland Security resumes operations. You will not receive a status response regarding employment authorization. We will closely monitor all cases with suspended E-Verify and contact you if any follow-up is necessary.

As additional information becomes available, we will keep you updated. If you should have any questions, please contact Data Management at 3-9729 or email hrdm@gmu.edu.